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SANTA FE
Enrique Martínez Celaya:
“The Pearl”at SITE Santa Fe
“Concepts and Studies for The Pearl”
at James Kelly Contemporary
It’s impossible to ascribe any one creative practice to Enrique Martínez
Celaya, a physicist-turned-artist who’s proficient in a number of
disciplines. His latest project, “The Pearl,” is ambitious and sprawling,
covering 12,000 square feet of exhibition space at SITE Santa Fe. Works
in the show, including burned furniture, intricate water displays, and
video art, are explained, or at least explored, in the form of maquettes,
sketches, and diagrams on view across the street at James Kelly
Contemporary. This clever collaboration fleshes out a not-alwaysstraightforward foray into contemporary multi-disciplinary media. Titled
“Concepts and Studies for The Pearl,” it feels like a private glimpse into
the artist’s mind—and an imperative one for anyone who hopes to
understand the subtlety and sadness that infuses so much of Celaya’s
work. Born in Cuba, Celaya moved to Spain as a boy, and later, to Puerto
Rico. He eventually settled in Miami, and if one thing is clear it is that
Celaya left his birthplace at a huge cost to his psyche and sense of self.

charcoal and marker. Its subject is a downcast boy, presumably Celaya,
from whose closed eyelids colorful strokes of marker form bright,
strange tears. One of the most striking works at SITE is a large
installation of five cascading, linked beds, covered with prickly Casuarin
a pine tree needles. At the head of the piece is a life-sized sculpted boy,
whose eyes feature cut out holes through which trickling water flows.
The work is referred to in several iterations at James Kelly,
the most poignant of which is a little bed whose indented top mimics
softened pillows.

The SITE space is disconcertingly dark, and organized so that the
viewer moves from room to room on a path that’s disorienting and
a little spooky, which is a concept Celaya wouldn’t necessarily have
a problem with. A visit to James Kelly is less visceral and more intimate,
but feels just as challenging. The gallery’s exhibition literature likens this
quiet presentation to a studio visit, and that’s not far off. Sketches and
diagrams line the walls, many of which feature repeated themes, like
houses, boats, dogs, and boys. The Dove (2013) is a drawing made of
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Most of us find fantasy hard to resist: we’re hopeless converts of
secret worlds, whose darkest shadows are yet rife with marvelous
potential for personal introspection. Enrique Martínez Celaya’s provocative
latest project beckons us to worlds both interior and exterior and
encourages us to explore the enigmatic interpenetration of past
and present.

“The Dove,” 2013

Enrique Martínez Celaya
Marker and charcoal on paper, 18" x 24"
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